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AT ST. CLOUD, 1\Zr:INN.

Sustained by the State for the Training of Its Teachers.
COURSES OF STUDY.
1. An Advanced Course, extending through five years.
2. An Elementary Course, extending through three years.
l. Elementary Course, one year.
3. Graduate Courses 2. Advanced Course, two years. ·
3. Kindergarten Course, two years.

l

The Diploma of either course is a State Certificate of qualification of the First Grade
good for two years. At the expiration of two years, the Diploma may be endorsed, making it
a certificate of qualification of the first grade, good for five years if an Elementary diploma,
or a Permanent Oertiflcato if an Advanced diploma.
The demand for trained teachers in Minnesota ~reatly exceeds the supply. The best of
the graduates readily obtain positions at good salanes.

ADMISSION.
Graduates of High Schools and Colleges are admitted to the Graduate Courses without
examination. Ap~licants holding a second-grade county certificate are admitted to the C class
without examination Applicants who do not hold a second-grade certificate must be fifteen
years of age at their neatest birthday, and to be admitted must pass a creditable examination
m C)rthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, the general Geography of the world, and
Arithmetic equivalent to the demands for a second-grade certificate in these subjects. All the
advantages of the school are FREE to those who pledge themselves to teach two years in the
public schools of tbe state.

EXPENSE OF LIVI~G IS VERY MODERATE.
Living at the Ladies' Home, including furnished room, heat, light and table board, is $3.00
per week. Board in private families may be had at rates ranging from $2.50 to $4 per week.
Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding.
Cataloo-ues, giving full information, are mailed free to any address. Any questions will
receive pro~pt attention. Address the President,

GEO. H. KLEEEERGER.,
St. Cloud.. Minn.
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Anyone wanting comfortable rooms at
either hotel, with or without board, satisfaction, prices and accommodation gu~ranteed.
Special prices made to clergymen, teachers in
public schools and students at Normal.
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Going To Califo rnia?
I

Th en you will he in terested in learn~
in g the Minneapolis & St. Louis R . R.
has through tourist cars, wi th upholstered seats and personally conducted,
leaving eve ry Tuesday via the Southern Route, with no snow, ne> altitude s,
and no Sunday traveling.
L eaving- every Thursday via Oma:Deutsches Gast und Ko.sthaus.

ha, D enver, and Salt L ake, the "Scen-

CE,O. H. OVERBECK, Prop. ic Line" crossing the Rocky and CasRates: $ 1 per day or $3 .50 to $5 per week. Specia.l
rates by the month made on application .

PIONEER MEAT MARKET,
JAKE T ROSSEN , Prop.

cade Mountai n ranges.
~6.oo throug h.

Berths only

Reduced rate t ickets,

A. B.
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Minneapolis, Minn.
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Swan'son' s

Steam Laundry,
SWANSON & KRON, Prop's .

(iood Work. . . . . Low Prices.
Special ~ates to Studei,t5.
West Hotel, 5th Ave. S,

St. Cloud, Minn.

Livery and City Hack Stables.
Hacks and Ri~s Furnished
109-111

011

All Occasions.
St. Cloud, Minn .

Fiilh Avenue South

If you want
A good job
Done on your
-

Bicycles

Take thetn to -

F. J. BAKER'S - Gunstore.
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THE LICHT OF OUR BARCAINS SHINES FOR ALL.
Accept om· Statement s , as facts . do n ot h esitate, do not think y ou will first look elsewhere, for
t h en y on w ill be Slrntting out th e lie;ht, but come directly to o ur store for a nyt hing you m ay
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FRITZ GUY, Watchmaker and Optician .
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ALWAYS IN STOCK A LARGE LINE OF Genev~ . Hamilton, Hampde 11. Ro ckfo r a: Waltham, Elgin Watches
in all siz es from seven to twen ty -three Jewe ls
.
•
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Special prices and easy terms to t eachers
::
Fine Jewelry, Gold Pens and Spec tacles .
All kinds of musical instruments at t he lowest prices
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ll)rtces to Stul:lents.

\Ve h ave a new set of
six elegant Headgrounds; see them in
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NUMDER

AND EIGHTH GRADES.
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NAME.

A(H;.

L. '!'. ..... ......... .... ........... ..
E. H............. .. .. ..... ....... ..

10
11
13
13
12
13
14
14
13
14
14
]3
17
12
12
15
15
1\1
12

Editor•in-Chief ... .. ..... ....... ..................... Ed . M. Gans.
A ssociate Editor ..... .... ... ... ..... '. .... P . .M . Magnusso n.
B · .. M /Paul Ashlev.
us iness - anagers ..... ........... l Waite A. shoemaker.
Local Ed itor ..... ....... .... .................... ... \V. T. Sture.
Exchange Editor ................................. Jas. A. Petrie
Alumni.. ........... ...... ... ... ............. .. Marion Audrews.

Published monthly dµring the school year at the
State Normal school .at St. Cloud.
Entered at the post office at St. Cloud as second
class mail matter, 181c15.

11:10

12.30

108
8G
102
]38
77
1 .-; 7
122
98
118
169
97
147
100
104
69
157
13:1
1 4f)I
110

JUNIOR GRADE.

S-ubscriptio1,., 50 Cts. a Year.
Single Copies, 1 :i Cents.

Tli\CF..
NAME.

AG>;.

8:30

11:10

;12:30

154c
189
1 ll
106
120
147
112
25
98
136
2,
.145
1 51
173
18
l t,8
1 47
183
102
14
98
140
20
72
98
100
19
13]
138
168
16
169
138
150
R. s ............................ .
18
162
140
189
J. F ......... ........ ............ .
20
143
108
158
M . L . ............ ... ..... ... .. ..
21
163
155
191
19
1 77
147
177
J. J.. ........ .... ...... ...... ..
14()
J . M ............................ .
16
149
194
M.S ....... ..... ................ .
18
137
133
180
128
18
1 39
148
21
155
130
157
A. II ..................... ... ... ..
17
153
124
168
20
188
170
199
A. C ..... ..... ......... ......... ..
----------- - - --- --- --Average ........ .............. 1 8.45 142. 94 132 50 162.90
F. W . ............... ......... .. .
,T. T .......... ... .. .... .. ..... ... .
D.K ... ............... ... ...... .
A. L . ...... .... .......... ....... .
H. ;; ...... .... .................. .
L. V .... .... ..... ............... .
J. H ..... ............... ... .... .
P . J•·-·· ........ .. ...... .. . ..... .
H.B .... ..... ........ ... ........ .
M·F ...... ...... ........ ....... . .

NOTICE.
Subscribers will receive the Normalia
ientit noti~e of dijcontinuance is given
and all arrearages are paid.
A blue mark here (
) means that
·your subscription has expired.

16
H,
17

178
118
136

t. l.:::::::::::::::::::::::t:::

Fatigue Test in the Model School, Conducted by the Child Study Class.
Reprint from N ormalia, March, '97.
Two different methods were used in
making this test. In the Grammar room
·discarded readers were utilized. Each
pupil was furnished with a book, requested to turn to a certain .paragraph on a
certain page and given four minutes m
which to mark and count as many e's as
possible. The results are given below:

'l'IJ\!E .

8:30

90
107
73
96
70
A . N..... . .. .......... ...... ... .. ...
116
140
P . S............ .. ..... .... ....... ...
97
118
M. C ........ .. ..... ... ...........
123
190
V. W........ ........... .. ... ... .....
110
136
W. H... ......... .. .................
91
109
C. M... ............ .................
96
152
A. ''........... .. ....... ...... ......
] 41
:!06
U. M....... ...... ......... ......... ..
130
154
Z. '!'.................. ..... ........
l:l8
162
F. F.................................
89
110
A. S. ......................... ... ...
91
106
A. l\L......... ...... ..............
71
88
C.IC .................. ..............
143
194
A. ,H. .... .. .... ... . .. .... ..........
153
176
A. H ........ ......... ............ ..
131 1
Hi2
A. B.......... . ... ........ .. ....... ..
105
lllO
--- - - - - - - ----~verage ..... ..... ... .. ........... 13.16 lHJ 107. 26 140.3<1

Y. W..... ............ ...... ..... .

REPORTED BY ALMA CONNOR.
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The Sixtb, Seventh and Eighth grades,
whose average age is 13, sbow some what
more fatigue on Friday than on Tue sddy,
the decrease in the number of letters being
a littl e greater than in the case of the
Junior grade, whose average age 1s 18.
The latter grade shows no appreciable
sign of being tired out by the week's
work.
'
In the test made at 11 :10, following

4
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recitations in geography, language, history and reading, there was in the major•
ity of cases a decided decrease in the
number of letters marked, showing that
the school as a whole bad been using
their brains and were fatigued. At 12:30,
howsiver, the ti me between the two tests
being devoted to music, science t:nd drawing, the amount of work done is greater,
sho wing that these subjects bad rested
the school. This is rather an unexpected result; one would look for a higher degree of fatigue at the close of the morning session than when it is half over.
The! other test. was made with eight indiv iduals. It is a well known fact that it
is very difficult to tell whether one or two
points of a compass have touched the back,
unless the distance between them is one
inch or more. The skin on other parts of
the body is much more sensitive. This
Power of discrimination varies greatly
both with different individuals and with
-the same individual . under different Cir cumstances.
In this second method, dividers were
brought into requisition. The pupil was
requested to close his eyes and required
to distinguish whether one or two points
touched him . Tests were made on the
hack of the hand, on the cheek and in the
middle of the forehead, and th e shortest
distance at whic h be could feel the two
points was recorded. The same locality
was chosen each time and the lin e between
the points was in the same direction as regards the part of the body touched .
The pupils were selected as follows:
"A" is a girl of seven rn the First
Grade, too small for age, very bright.
''B" is a boy of seven in the Second
Grade, good average.
"C" is a girl in the Fourth Grade, nervous and somewhat near-sighted.
"D'' is a girl in the Fifth Grade, below
the average in physical strength and with
seriously defective eye-sight.
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15 16
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9½ 13
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Forehead...... ......
D
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E
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F
Ha.ml..................
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G
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D
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[Note-Tbe numbers in eacb case indicate tbe distance between the points of
tbe compass in sixteenths of an incb, tbe
distance being tbat at wbicb the pupil
could distinguish tbe two points e. g. with
E; on the band it was 16-16 of an inch, on
the cheek 14-16 of an inch, and on the
orebead 14-16.J

5

from Monday tel Friday. With A, the results were somewhat unsatisfactory, but
the greatest fatigue seemed to be ~Her
r eading and drawing.
In all but a few instances tbe results
show that music in the Primary grades and
science and drawing in the Grammar
grades are less fatiguing than other ex_er"E" is a boy in the Sixth Grade, under- cises. Teachers have recognized the . fact
sized and nervous, below the average i n that music tends to r est and this has been
proved by tests in Germany and elsephy~icfd strengt h, '1 g-ood thinker.
'·F" is a boy In the Seventh Grade, where. That science and drawing between 12 and 12:40 m., tbe last bour in
good average.
"G" is a girl In tbe Seventh Grade, the day, re4, needs farther investigation.
Is it because pupils are more interested
good average, a very bard worker.
"H" is a girl in the Senior Grade, that they become less fatigued, or is it because they are reciting in larger classes?
.good average.
Tests made before and after the noon hour
'I'be eight pupils se lected were first
and before and after recess, show tbat
tested on Friday, at the close of each
tbere need be no anxiety as to th e _way
hour; the following week the same pupils
they utilize the dinner .pe riod. 'fhe recess,
were tested at the beginning of school
however, is doing little for the pupils in
ev ery morning,
the way of resting them. Is it b':lcause it
We notice first that the difference be- is too short? Are there too many people
tw een the indi viduals is grflat. One is in our crowded halls? Is the physical exnevPr ab le to d1stinguisb at less than 8 ¾ e rcise taken by a few of the boys in the
sixteenths of an inch while another is basement gymnasium so violent as to tiJ,Jer
able to distinguish easily at four sixteenths Some changes in the condit jons of recess
of an inch. By d etermining the normal will be made a nd tests made again, The
distan ce at which the individual can dis- physical culture does not rest. This
tingu ish tbe two points, when rested, we agrees with Gerroan in vestigations. Its
obtain a standard by which the fatigufl of mission is work .
that individual may be measured.
An interesting test for a larger number
A, G, F and C show but little variation of persons is to join hands aad form a
in these tests, either from period .to period circle; a certain one in the circle presses
or from Monday to Fri,day. H and C the hand of bis neighbor, each on e transseem to be somewhat rested after the music, mits th e pressure as soon as be receives it,
science and drawing. Band Dsl:iow a high and the time it takes to return to the first
degree of fatigue after geography and persvn is recorded. Let this be tried by
language; with B tbis beeomes still higher a class in the morning before the work
after music, but the littl e girl seems and thereafter . after each hour's work.
slightly rested. The fatigue of school The teacher can tell where the program
work is probably increased by h er defec- needs lightening and when tbe children,
tive eye-sight, as this test proves. E like as a whole, are most fatigued.
the others was benefited by the science
This test has been of direct value' to
and drawing, and with both D and E the Model Department.
there was a gradual increase m fatigue·
1.1 A knowledge has been gained as to
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what exercises are most fatiguing and
what most restful.
2. Needed changes in conditions can
now be made.
3. With individuals, D has been advised to go home from school an hour
earlier. C ad vised to rest her eyes frequently. F has been allowed to take Latin because he seemed capable of doing
more work, while E has dropped that subject.
Fatigue is a n ormal condition and a
moderate amount of it is necessary to life
and growth. It b ecomes injurious only
when we go beyond the fatigue limit,
that is, the limit at which we may recover
from its effects. Children should not become so tired by each day's work (lr pla.y
th at a night's sle ep cannot fully resto e
them . A fatigued class cannot work well.
Th es e simple tests, with the many suggestions that can be gleaned from them,seem,
therefore, to be invaluable aids to tea chers.

Autobiography of Goethe.

phases,' the first books of which in particular I studied carefully, my young brain
was rapidly furnished with a mass of images and evbnts, of significant and wonderful shapes and occurrences and I
never felt time hang upon my hands, as I
always occupied myself , in working over,
repeating and r eprod ucing these acquisitions.
"A more salutary moral effect than that
of these rude and hazardous antiquities
was produced by Fenelon's •Telemachus,'
with which I first became acquainted in
N eukirch's translation, and wbich, imperl'ectly as it was executed, had a sweet and
beneficent 1~fl.uence on my mind. That
•Robinson Crusoe' was added in due time.,
follows in the nature of things; and it may
be imagined that the 'Island of Falsenberg' was not wanting. Lord Anson's
'Voyage Round the Globe' combined the
dignity of truth V'lith the rich fancies of
fabl e, and while our thoughts accompanied
this excell ent seaman, we were conducted
all over the world, and endeavored to follow him with our fingers on the globe.

[M aterial for the study of children's litera"But a still richer harvest was to
ture collected from autobiographies by the
spring
up before me, when I lighted on
child study class. Continued from May, '98.]
GOETHE AS A CHILD.

H e enjoyed poetry and comrpitted a
vast amount to memory. He wrote poetry
of his own, imitating the different styles.
H e and his sister loved to address each
other vehemently with quotations from
the "Messiah," especially the curses.
H e says: "Except the '0rbis Pictus' of
Amos Comenius, no book for cb'ildren fell
into our hands; but the large folio Bible,'
with copper plates by Merian, was diligently gone over leaf by leaf; Gottfried's
Chronicles, with plates by the same master, taught us the most notable events of
universal history; the 'Acerra Philologica'
added thereto all sorts of fables, mythologies and wonders; and, as I soon be-.
came familar with Ovid's '.Metamor-

a mass of writings, which in their present state, it is true, cannot be called
excellent, but the contents of which, in
a harmless way, bring near to us many
a meritorious action of former times.
We children were so fortunate as to
find these precious remains of the middle ages every day on a little table at
the c1oor of a dealer in cheap books,
and to obtain them at the cost of a
couple of kreutzer. They were almost
illegibly printed from stereotypes on
horrible blotting paper. The 'EulenspiegeI,' the 'Four Sons of Haimon,'
the 'Emperor Octavian,' the 'Fair Melusina,' the 'Beautiful Magelone," 'Fortunatus' with the whole race down to
the 'Wandering Jew,' were all at our
service, as often as we preferred the
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relish of these works to the taste of
sweet things. The greatest benefit of
this was,that when we had read through
or damaged such a sheet, it could soon
be reprocured and swallowed a second
time."
Before Goethe was eleven, he visited
an uncle who possessed a fine library:
•·Here I first became acquainted with
Homer, in a prose translation, which
may be found in the seventh part of
H err Von Lo en's new collection of the
most remarkable trav els, under the
title: 'Ho mer's Descriptio n of the Conquest of the Kingdom ot Troy,' orn amented with copper plates in the
theatrical French tast e. These pictures
pervert ed my imagination to such a degree that for a long time I could conceive the Homeric heroes only under
such forms. The incidents themselves
gave me unspeakable delight, though I
found great fault with the vrnrk for afford ing us no account of the captu re of
Troy and breaking off so abruptly with
the death of rlector. My uncle, to
whom I mentioned this defect, referred
me to Virgil, who perfectly satisfied
my demands.''
F ROM ELEVEN TO FIFTEEN.

In reading of Socrates, he finds his
life and disciples much like Christ's
and his apostles, with whom he compares them. He cares little for Aristotle and Plato, but finds a great interest in Epictetus.
FROM FIF .fEEN TO EI GH TEEN.

The "History of the Church and of
Heretics'' had a great influence in softening him towards heretics, whom he
had before thought were either very
absurd or mad.
He had the deepest sympathy for
Gotz Von Berlichingen and
loved
Faust.
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rladame Dudevant ( George Sand.)
"CONVENT LIFE"--AUTOBIOGRA P HY.

Books read before the age of thirteen:
Mrs. Radcliffe.
History of the First Vendean War,
by Madam e de la Roch ejaque le in .
Moliere, "Le Mala de Imaginaire."
·•M. de Pourceaugnac."
Reynard.
She makes t his statement concerning her reading before entering the
convent:
"I was e ntirely unaccustomed to
m ethodical study and moreover I did
not know one word of En glish1• I had
read with intelligent in te rest a certain
amount of philosophy and a great deal
of history; but I was very ignorant, or at all events very uncertain about the
order of eve nts."
Books read be tween -thi rte en and
fift een:
Scotch and Irish Legends.
G arden of th e Soul. ( School book.)
Byron.

Shakespeare .
Books read after the age of fifteen:
Lives of the Saints.
Life of Saint Augustin e.
Life of Sain t Pa~l. ·
The Gospe ls of the New Testament.
''Lives of the Sai'nts'.' was the cause
of her conversion. She says, •·I did
not care for the miracles related; but
the faith, the courage,the endurance o-f
these martyrs seemed to me glorious,
and mad e some hid den chord vibrate
in my soul."
In descriibng her exploring -expeditions which were numerous before her
conversion, she says: ··I had read
Mrs. Radcliffe and my companions had
a store ot Scotch and Irish legends
that would make your hair stand on
end; the convent, too, had its own
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stories of ghostly apparitions and mysBooks read from eleven to fifteen:
terious noi ses. All that and the unR obinson Crusoe, Veit Rosenstock,
dying hope of discovering 'the victim,' by Otto, S chill er' s Armenians. German
stimulated the girls to a wild enthus- novels of the "romantic type, and this
ias m; and they were eas ily persuaded only th e worthl ess novels," books on
that they heard sighs and groans is- philosop hy, which he says, "refreshed
suing from the ground under their feet, me like fre sh water with its novelty,"
or from the fissures in the doors and
Books read from fifteen to eighteen:
walls."
The writin g of Lessing , Pope, RousDuring her last days at the convent, seaus, Voltaire, Helvetius, Boileau,
she began writing plays for the girls to S eneca, Ovid, Shakespeare, Ri p pel,
act and superintending their setting. Swift, Young, Wieland.
"Fo rt unately I wa s well versed in MoHis supply of books was quite limitliere; an d leaving out the love pass- ed up to about th e age of sixteen. He
ages , I arran g ed scenes for an even- says of this pe riod: "All th e more aring's en tertainment.''
dent was my thirst for books in this inO f "Le Ma la<le Imag inaire" I could tellectual Sah ara. Each on e was a
make a complete sk etch, thou g h I did fresh g reen oasis."
not re me mber the d ialo g ue. Moliere's
Wh en ab out eightee n he ha d a n op wo r ks were prohibite d in the convent, portu nity to rea d a g reater number of
and , althou g h I was manager, I vir- books. He says: "l made an alterat uo usly refraine d from sending for the tion in the nature of my stu dies; -I read
books and merely tri ed to remember good authors-Sen eca, Ovid, Pope,
the sto ry. Not one of the pupils had Swift . Young , Voltaire, Boileau , Rous ever rea d the play and since the nuns seau, a nd I k now not whom. else.' '
did no t probably know a line of MoEdward Everett Hale.
liere, I was sure it would be a novelI
" A NEW EN GL AN D BOYHOoD " -AUTOBI0t y ."
1 GR APHY.
"Our gayety and a nimation, the comic geni us of Moliere , even so diluted in
Books read from six to eleven.
sc raps o f recitat_ion and incomplete
The Elements of Geometry--six
tragme nts, brou g ht do wn the house. years old.
Neve r in t he ·memory o f nuns, had they
Robinson Crusoe.
laugh ed so heartily.
K ettell's Sp ecim ens of American
"l kept whispering to the girls: 'It Poetry.
is not I , it is a ll Moliere: I have only
Rollo Books.
reme mbe red a little', but no one listenThe Boy's Own Book.
ed to me a nd I was credited with
The Girl's Own Book.
th e g enius o f Moliere."
The American Girl's Own Book.
·
Jean Paul Richter.
The Young Lady's Own Book.
AUTO B IOGRAPHY.
Juvenile Miscellany.
Books read from six to eleven:
Books read from eleven to fiftee_n:
Theological books and newspapers-Sam Weller, as first published in
a ltho ugh he did not understand much London Chronicle.
of what he read. He studied the OrNew Mont~ly.
bis Pictus of Cornenius and colored the
New World.
pi ctures in the book "from life." _1
Spirit of the Times.
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The Albion. ,
Anne of Geierstein.
Cas tle Dange rous.
Count Robert of Paris
Harry and Lucy.
Helen.
Cooper's Novels.
J ames's N :::ivels.
Mrs. Trollope's Novels.
Mrs. Gore's N ovels.
First of Di ckens's Works.
Bulwer Lytton's Works.
Jane Austen's Works.
" I knew Mi ss A ust e n by hea rt, almost, and we read everything else
whi ch the law of selection , had preserved."
"I doub t if I averaged more than
fou r volumes a week. But I am sure I
rea d as many a s that and I think they
did me much more good than hurt."
A Stu dy of Children 's Scientific Inter=
ests.
BY GUIDA GIDDINGS, '98.
If a child's mind is que st ioning in
certain di rections, t he work of the
sch ool should answer a nd satis fy those
questio ni ngs.
I nformati on which he
do es not crave never find s lo d g in g in
the restless bn.in of th e child: as Rosmini puts it, ';An idea is born in the
mind as soon as the mind feels the
need of it, a nd not one s::cond sooner."
Our problem is to ascertain how far
children are interested in the scientific
asp e ct of phenomena; whether they
ask "how" with a th o ught of the laws
which govern, or ''\~hy" with use and
purpose in view; whe ther they observe
the significant and essential characteristics or the incidental and superficial.
The results of a study of the development of children's interests in the line
of science will help determine the order of work and the points to be emphasi-z ed in the nature study of the
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grades. . Through the kindness of
Supt. Parr, and the hearty co-opera tio n
ot th e teachers of the St. Cloud publ ic
schools, we have been able to make
such a study.
For this purpose a series of thr ee experim en ts with the gyros cope was
chosen.
In watchin g first, th e ch ildren if
scientific m igh t have qeen expected to
noti ce the law of th e lev er-how the
small weight balances the large wheel,
a nd th at the ro tation of the wheel pr~vents the rod fr o m being revo lved
easily as before.
In the second, it might h ave been seen
th at the rod revolves of itse lf and if
we try to hurry it th e heavy end rises
against the force of gravity. If we try
to stop it the heavy end s inks.
In the third expe rim ent, the point to
notice is that the rap id motion of
the wheel k eeps it balanc ed without
the weight .
The choice of experiments was made
for several reasons: fi rst, the instrument is eq ually unknown to all, so that
one child had no advantage over another in previous knowl edge; second,
it seems to violate a numb er of natural laws which children must have observed. as the law of g ravity; third, it
is sufficiently striking to interest eve ry
o ne.
The children watched carefull y often
with the most intense interest, the ir
mouths and eyes wide open, some 0£
them even gru nting at times to show
the ir appreciation.
~ o explanation
,vas given, no suggestive word spoken.
They were t o ld to write any thing they
could abo ut it, tell what it reminded
them o f and ask any questions they
wishe d.
The table shows th e proportion of
boys and g-irls of each age who asked
questi o ns o r made statements whicl1
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could be considered scientific. 12 per
You came aro und to the schools to
cent of the seven year old boys ask see if we had good remembrances.
such questions; 64 per cent of the 14
The ball wa s a sort of weight to the
year olds, with a decrease at 11, the machine.
age where it is found in every study
The screw caused the tipping of the
that boys seem to rest from active machine by drawing the ball inside to
brain work. Twenty-five 14 year old the end ot the rod by mea1y., of elecboys gave 21 signifiicant sentences in tricity."
Taking the whole number of boys
all, the largest proportion for any age.
There is less scientific work with the and the entire number of significant
girls but it increases correspondingly questions and statements given, the
with age. This agrees in the main average is found to be 61 hundredths
with th e results of Mrs. Barnes's study of a statement for each one-, while
on the historical sense of pupils. for the girls the average is 34,½ hunAdole~cence is the period when the dredths of a statement, showing that
child re n begin to do reasoning. The in the case of machinery at least, the
average invariably becomes lower with boys are far superior to the girls in
pupils of I 5 a nd I 6 in the grades, but thei r ability to see into scientific phe- .
t his is doubtless due to the fact that nomena.
t he no rmal 15 and 16 year old pupil is
In contrast with the development of
in the high school.
. scientific interest is the decline in actThe best paper handed in was from ion, sound, material, structure, color
a boy of I I, who had four questions and form, showing that while these
which just struck the point, Another things interest small children, th ey are
boy of I I gives a paper exceedingly regar ded by the older pupils as superrich in suggestions:
ficial.
"I think the machine was worked by
The mention of use and purpose inmeans of electricity running along the creases with age from 14 per cent
rod into the wheel.
ot seven year olds to 54 per cent
I should thing the rod was hollow ex- of the 15 ye ar olds.
Not only is use
cept at the end, and weight rolled along to humanity al large mentioned, but
the tube from end to end.
also th e use to the individu~l: For
The humming of the wheel was instan ce: "At first I tho't it was for us
caused by the rapid whirling of the to learn about the earth." ';I think it
wheel.
is used in studying some part of geoThe wheel somewhat resembles a graphy." They suspected that they
sewing machine except that this 1s were being studied and asked: "It is
caused by electricity.
to test our attention." Another says,
The stand on which the rod lay was "1 think it is to examine the mind and
a sort ot a "pivot" to the machme.
' see if we are smart."
I thought that when you came into
It is interesting to notice in the pathe room you was to take our picture pers of the little ones a feature not
for the benifit of the school board, ur found above the age of IO. "I do no~
the machine was a sort of singing know what you call it." ·'Would you
machine.
please tell me?"
"Please, I don't
I think you came from the normal know what for the little ball is."
school.
"Will you answer these questions or
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won't you? I wood lik verr much to
no.''
The question of name is a very frequent one asked in a variety of ways.
One girl says, "I could tell a great
deal more about it, i~ I on ly knew the
name of it."
It was finally left for a girl in one of
the upper grades to give it a name.
"l know what it is," she says, "its a
mind-tester."
If any one wishes a task that is sure
to be a steady one, he might attempt
lo answer the list of questions g iven.
The children are still interested and
-continually ask their teachers when we
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girls at the age of 10 where it is 62
per cent.
One child of seven said, "Does it
run by leckrisity or by the string, or is
it the log of grabitashene?
I want to
no plese." It is even suggested that
it might be a "hipmatizer machene.''
The idea of electricity's being a
cause runs from the baby grade to the
I 5 year old pupils, and the spelling of
the word never becomes monotonous.
Nor is there any want of variety in the
comparisons made by the children; the
total number for the boys bein g So,
and for the girls 75.
This makes an
average of 28 .½ hundre d ths of a comparison for each boy, and 33 ¼ hun-

are coming back with the answers until we doubt whether it would be safe dredths of a comparison for each girl
showing that the girls are quicker to
for us to appear in the public schools
make associations of resemblance
of St. Clo ud again without the wished
th a n the boys.
One of the most comfor information. This would be rath er
mon comparisons, was that with a spindifficult in the case of one of the Gerni ng top.
This and the comparison
man boys who, not understandi ng
with the earth and sun or other celesEnglish very we!!, asked the th ree
·
h.
.d .
tia! bodies are the only scientific class•quest1ons w 1c 11 puzz 1e 11 1m mo st un- 'fi
.
A
h b
h
1 cations.
mong t e oys t e 1argest
d
der the sun, "H ow many times o
h
•
· percent w110 eo mpared t e rnstrument
wee! go round?"
with a top was 40 per cent at the age
"How much water is in ocean?"
of 14; among the girls 32 per cent at
"Wh ere is paradise?"
th e age of 13,
The largest per cent
The last resort of ab o ut 31 per cen t who compared it with the movement
of the entire number o f pupils whose of celestial bodies was, among the
papers were classified was that of very boy s 48 per cent at the age of 14, and
many adults when cornered, electri- among th e girls 32 per cent at the age
city. One girl's idea of it is expressed of r 3. This coincides with the curve
by her inquiry if the string pulled out of scientific questions and statements.
was the electricity. In a few cases,
Other comparison<; show the evident
2,½ per cent ot the wh ole number, re- tendency of the mind of the child to
·course was had to other occult powers, make use of past experience and find
such as magnetism hypnotism, and ;;ome hook upon which to hang his
gravitation.
newly acquired perception. We have
When one finds something for which difficulty in t e iling just where the line
he cannot account, he usualy attributes of association lies in some cases. For
it to some force which is not well instance here are a few of the things of
known to anyone.
In this study, this which the children were reminded:
.tendency seems greatest in boys at the phonograph, bird, man playing a horn,
-age of nine where it is 48 per cent; in street car, wheel on a wagon, a motor,

\
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a ·parasol, a part of a "thrashing mou- Universal Traits of Childhood Shown,
shen, "the inside of a clock, the wind,
in Pierre Loti's "Romance of
a Child."
a bee, a "tellescape," a music box, a
"door nob," a church bell, the cover to BY A !\'!EMBER OF THE CHILD STUDY
CLASS, 1898.
a tin pail, a "skale", a "sciccors grindPierre Loti w:1s not a representativeer," and a new kind of a t alk in g machine. A girl of seven said, ·'It sounds of the average child. He was a hot-like a shell, singing a song." Another, house plan t, as he himself tells us.
"It sounds lik e water running in the Much that he describes is due to his.
well," while a girl of 8 years says, "I peculiar· environmen t, if I may se t up
think it go just like th e world."
my own experiences as a criterion-a
If a study of ' this kind were taken,
doubtful standard as I think myself as
pres~nting a strange animal an d a phy cold and phle gmatic as Loti was ,varm
sical experiment side by side, it would
~
probably be found that the g reatest an d impubive. However I have used
interest centers in the livin g ra th er this standard-corrected so far as pos. than the dead,-zoology r ath er th a n sible by the study of others-as an aid
machin ery.
in pruning awny that which seems to.
The results of this stud y a re ne cess- be purely personal and local.
arily very imperfect and must be re"My early memories are, in fact, al-.
enforced by others.
ways full of summer sunshine, blazing
They agree however exactly with a noons,-or else of wood-fires with
study of the kind made last year in leaping r ed flames ." The attraction of
the mod e l school and with a wider bright colors for children is so universtudy made in the scho o ls ot Chicago sally known that the quotation is,but
by Dr. Colin _A. Scott.
· wh at we would expect. Yet why is it
With the light we now have, it se ems that in ali childhood recollections-all
wise to do work in observation, practi- that I have found at least-the sense
cal experimenting and construction
of sight is r emem bered and the earlier
with younger childre~.
sense of touch is not recalled until laThey are in that stage which Lukens
terr ls it not true that motor sense·
calls the absorption stage; while rea l
(touch) is th e matrix \.vhich holds the
scientific work with a good foundation
other? It certai nly seems so in my
for logical reasoning is not possi ble
own experience, and it is true that
before the ages of fourteen or fifteen.
Loti always mentions g-reat activity in
connection
with blazing fires and brilAge ........ ...... 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
- - - - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - --The first recollectionScientific { Boy~ .... 11 12 23 32 36 26 36 55 64 56 liant sunsets.
In terest
Girls ...... 0 4 9 20 15 20 20 ;J2 43 40
Interest in action ..... 70 59 84 25 21 21 15 11 rn 5 the parlor fire-is connected with the
Interest In sound ... .. 40 31 24 20 31 35 16 20 14 20
Interest in material.. 20 24 26 23 20 29 9 410 10 first running and jumping; the sunsets
Interest in co lor ..... . 20 14 4 -! 14 9 9 4 0 0
Interest In s t ructure 4 20 10 24 19 3t• 10 14 20 9 seen from Aunt Bertha's window, with,
Interest in form ....... . 5 10 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 9
the rush and scr amble of climbing the
NoTE-The numbers in the above stair. It would seem , that the early
table express in per cent. the proportion recollection of bright objects depended
of pupils asking questions showing 111- upon the sense of touch for its associateres~ in the various lines indicated.
tion instead of standing alone.
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It is et interest to note here a coinOf music, Count Tolstoi . remarks
·cidence between Loti's recollection 0t that it produced a melanchGly effect
color and an experiment recently tried upon him. At such times he "seemed
hy Dr. Krohn.
The doctor arranged to remember something that never
four lights before his twenty-se ven-day- happened." The music of the quiet
old baby; blue, red, green and yellow. home always disturbed me. It always
She showed a decided preference for made me dissatisfied with myself and
the yellow. All Loti's early recollec- stirred up a lo11ging for something, I
tions are associated w ith yellow, lo:· he know not what.
This is probably
·could scarcely· call a wood-fire red. Is melancholy to Lot1.
His fear of a
this mer ely personal preference?
"night with no morrow, of a short fuAssocia(ed with running and the ture wtih nothing beyond," is not due
bright fire is the recollection of fear- to his temperame nt but is a universal
a fear that was acute and pain ful. It trait of childhood, and with some cases
was a fear of expectancy, for it took I know was fostered by the "If I
no defi ni te form of m;m or I beast, but should die before 1 wake" prayer
it was a fear ot something that would learned at mother's knee.
These 'tendencies would have been
·come out of the dark shadows and
catch him. Later, as he flew up the corrected if Pierre had attended the
-stairs to see the sun set, the "some- public schools of America where he
thing" took the form of ghosts and would have rubbed against active
monsters which ran up and down after young life of his own age.
The child gains knowledge in two
him. Then the long twilights during
which his elders used to sit in solemn ways, by accident and by imitation.
silence in the deepening gloom were The period 0£ lucky or uniucky accitorture to the boy.
There is another dent is from birth to old age but it par.phase of fear which seems universal, ticularly characterizes babyhood. The
that is, the pleasure of frightening youngster who tries to pull hii; puppy
·one's self. Memory tells me this pleas- to him, and in · so doing pinches his tail
ure is next to the pleasure of frighten- and causes it to yelp, has made a hap.ing another.
Pierre Loti seerns to py discovery,-for him, but one which
have been almost as expert at the art is liable to be fraught with considerable
as Ichabod Crane.
in convenience to the pup. This is
Melancholy at three years see ms re- knowledge gained by accident.
·dicuious but if we may believe the RoA child saw its mother picking over
.•mance, Pierre was melancholy.
He heans. Again and agam, it saw her
had a dread ot "growing up" w hich is take .them from the bowl and drop
·certainly not among my recollections, them into the pan. The rattle of the
·or m the experience of most children. beans dropping against the pan pleased
:Seated melancholy is, I believe, not a it, if one might judge from the gestipart of the average child's life, al- culations of its hands; finally it reached
though fits of melancholy are produced over and attempted to drop beans into
by external causes-as music, or the ~h: pan also. This is knowledge by
;slow sinking of the western sun.
11rntat1on .
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The I mo1,t of a child's knowledge purely imitative games such as "horse'.,.
must of necessity come by imitation. or "school;" the next group mostly,
All of its vocabulary must be acquired girls, are fond of "Old Witch," "Mothin this way. Is it at all strange that er," etc., all dramatic; while the third,_
children are attracted by odd comhi- mostly boys, like snow-balling, playing
nations of sounds, and delight in big ball, climbing trees, racing and wrestwords? Loti ~vas pleased with Gastero- ling. , The fourth group, the older
poda, Terebratula, or, Spirifere. Tols- boys and girls, show a decided prefertoi says he took up the study ot mathe- ence for games where "two is commatics because he heard his brother pany, three is a crowd ." - This is in a
roll off the words "sinuses," "tangents," school where the youngest is six, and
"d:fferentials," etc.
This particular the oldest is twenty-one. Am I lookform of imitation 1s very comm on ing through spectacles when 1 see
among school children.
My own at- all these periods in the life of L oti r'
tack occurred when a bout fourte en. I
P lay is one form of expression.
recovered within a year, but I fea r I Pictures are another. A picture is one
must carry "vice versa" "incompati- thing to the artist, another to the child.
bility," and "tintinn abula tion " with me Gn e boy in my school, aged six, obto the grave.
tains "Columbus and Columbia" at
Imitation is even plain er in children's e\'ery opportunity an d sits over a highgames.
The little I have watched ly colored battle scen e for halt an hour
children convinces me that until they at a stretch. .Judging him from my
have reached th e age of five or six, 0wn recollections, he is not putting
their games are all imitative. They W ashingt on into that seen~, but himare all original in the sense that they self. So when Loti finds more in his
are not governed by any rules of pro- picture of the Happy and Unhappv
cedure. The child is now a horse and Duck than he put there, he has enstands, eating his oats and stamping _tered into one of the possessions of
flies; no w a rooster flapping its wings -childhood.
and crowing lustily; and now a caterIn speaking of his friendship for
pillar waiting, like Pierre and Antoin- Jeanne, Loti says, "It was obvious that
ette, for its metamorphosis.
All are her parents looked askance at our growfull of activity ,rnd are dramatic. Loti ing friendship.
I was mucn hurt at
was inclined to dramatize at a much this, and so v1v1d are our childish imgreater age than my schoolboys. They pressions th:1t it took years, indeed I
would have turned from the fairy story WdS almost a young man before I could
><Peau D'Ane" with manly contempt forgive her mother and father the
for such "doll play."
slights I then felt."
A few months' study of children 's
This susceptibility to slights is cer· games has added to the knowledge I tainly a comm(i)n heritage of childhood.
had of children very materially. In A trivial thing- sends the child away
my own school there seem to be four with an aching heart, and the "grown·different e,eriods or stages of child-play. ups" say it is sulking.
Later we get
The smaller child ren delight in the harde~ed to these things, but in child-
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'hood they are hard to bear-they
-stick.
This peculiarity of childh0od
was made very evidenr to me in look--o ver papers from Dr. Kiehle's class in
pedagogy. "How my teachers have
influenced me" was the topic for dis·cussion. One lady, age about thirty,
told of her bringing some wayside
flowers to her teacher and the teach--er's laughing at them. Think of rememberingsuch a thing as that for twen ty odd years.
I remember, when
about six, a man's te lling me to drop
an article of his that I was lookin g at
·or he would break my neck.
But
then, a neck, mine, is of more importance than a bunch of flowers. In
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of this period, do I find l moments of
genuine w_armth of feeling which so
brilliantly lighted up the beginning of
life. I feel an involuntary desire to
pass as quickly as possible over the
desert of boyhoocl."
A Reminiscence.
E.G.

"Circus" was one of our favorite
games. Someone was manager, some
were the aud ie nce, and most delightful
of all, some were the animals. The
a nimals WP.re in boxec:, or tied to chairlegs by handkerchiefs, bits of rope, hairribbons, . or any other kind of a chain.
The tiger gn_ashed h is teeth and violently switch ed a clothesline tail. The lion
shook his head and roared. The parrots made all manner of flippant remarks, the bear danced, and the monk-

·-connection with this I can distinctly remember the place with its details of
forniture. It is one of the two dist inct pictures I can recall of my self at
that age.
The museum shows Loti's collect- eys tried to pull the audience's hair,
w hi le the audience ate imaginary peaing instinct.
With him it took an ornw s, and the manager put his head inderly form; with the children 1 come
to the lion's mouth ( at least he tried
in contact with, it show s itself in ar- .
to) and whipped his menagerie into
ions forms, us ually in a miscellaneous
submission .
·collection of strings, butto ns, orange
We played school. The teacher's
peeling, colored glass, stick pins, etc.
position was undesirable, chosen by lot,
I conclude this paper with a few
and changed frequently. Indeed ,he had
·quotations upon the transitional peruo sinecure, for the school ,,lways -ran
fod.
"A cerain intusion of such nonsense away and had to be caught and thrashed
-and absurdity is inevitable at this age - a nd th en they made faces and howled
-of tran sition in a boy's life, this period saucy speeches so loudly that the teacher
lasted longer with me than with most could not be heard.
men, because it carried me from one
·extreme to the other, not without striking on every reef by the way."
Lucy Larcom intimates that she is
not at all satisfied with herself at this
,stag·e, and Count Tolstoi gives us the
following,"Rarely, rarely, amid the memories

Most of the children attended the
Baptist church, and wei·e deeply impressed by the ordinance of ba1ptism. I
know not how it originated, but the report spread among the children that
people were t~~en up to the ministe:r
and baptized when they did not behave
themselves in church. We promptly
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made a most interesting variation in
our "church" play. One of the children's mothers had a very fluffy rug in
her hall which made a fairly good baptistry. During the sermon, the congregation whispered and snored in an unseemly . manner, whei·eupon one of the
deacons conducted each member up to
the fluffy rug where the minister administered the rite of baptism, repeating
remembered bits ot the church formula.
A grown-up sister discovered the gam e
and was exceedingly shock ed. She
tried to explain the true significance of
the ceremonial to us and succeeded in
frightening us at our own wickedness
so that the game was stopped. However, I remember surreptitiollsly baptizing some unfortunate chickens in a
little pond the next summer.
The· children used to have grand concerts on the old piano-such furious instrumental duets ( any note struck th at
came handy) such deep bassos and igh
sopranos, trills an d ripple s galore to say
nothing of the applause. Because of
their noise, the concerts usually came
to an untimely end. Then we shut
down the piano lid and used it as a stage
for amateur theatricals, or to preach
sermons from, or read valedictories.
(There were no lesser honors.)
Our work was usually turned into
play. When we had to weed the garden we were poor negro slaves, cruelly
overworked and afraid of being killed
if we did not do so much by a given
time. Or else, in playing a game demanding forfeits, the forfeit would be
to pull up twelve dandelions, so the
work would be disposed of in this way.
Ella took a day off.
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,,Geese."
X C I X Yih Yih
Vv7 ala Kazu Kazi
Ricker Rack er R ah
St. Clou<l Normal
Minnesota.
The "natives"
took.

had

there pictures

Th at big party.
L ookout for the barb wire

,

Miss A lice M artin of Milaca was
th e g uest of her sis ter Miss LottieMartin at Lawrence hall during the
second week in May. A party was.
given in her honor on May 12th at
the hall.
Miss Man of the art department
lectured in the Assembly hall May 13.
Prof. and Mrs. B. B. James enter-.
taiqed the graduates of the professor's
classes in physics and chemistry on .
Saturday evening, May 13. A good,
time without any variations is what all
prese nt enjoyed.
Mr. James A. Petrie of the Senior
class has been elected principal at Belgrade, Minn., for next year with a_
salary of $6S per month.
Mr. W. A. Sh@emaker has receieved.
his degree of Pd. D. from New York
University. The doctor will be glad•
to attend to any cases in his line.
Miss Josie Scherffins of Sauk Centre
was the guest of Miss Lottie Thacker
Saturday and Sunday.
When Junie comes marching homeagam.
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Miss Junie Johnson has returned to
Miss Gertrude Enderle of the Senior
:school again after several weeks' fight class has been e ngaged to teach · in the
·with the measles.
Ada City schools during the coming
The Tick
·taken.

girls had their pictures year·
Mr. Epstein in charge of American
Book
Co.'s musical literatu re for the
Swapping and sw1pmg pictures are
northwest
visited the Normal on May
;t he two newest fads at the hall.
10.
We suppose there will be some
John Coates' new bus has e rri ved and new music as a result of his visit.
·it is a beauty and he has had his other
Buses to meet all trains at Coates.
buses thoroug hly painted and newly
upholstered, and he has the best bus
Mr. J as. A. Petrie went to Eden
line in the state outside of the Twin Valley and Belgrade on Friday, May
·c1tles. He has also painted and other- I 2, and reti: rned on Satu~day.
wise overhauled all of his livery rigs,
Supt. B. F . Trace of Burton county
·putting in several new herses and rigs, was a visitor at the Normal on May
and is better prepared than ever to 3d.
give first clafs service. Rememb er he
See us now ab0ut' our Britannia-Enruns the only first class bus line making
cyclopedia offer.
'
-all trains. Special rates to students.
A Twoon's BooK STORE.
Leave your orders for livery or bas and
On the morning or May 5th after
baggage with John Coates. T ele phone
the
chapel exercises and usual an·call I 7.
noucements a little package was spied
Mr. Alex. Williams visited his couon the rostrum labelled "Dr. Magnussin Miss Ella Gould of Lawrence . hall.
son, Jr ." On inquiry that person was
Miss Baxter was confined to her wa s found to be absent and Prof Shoemorn several days waiting for the maker in a happy vein suggested that
measles that didn't come.
the nearest relative take it.
Papa
Ma
gn
usson
did
so
and
made
proper
Prof. W. H. McCraken has pur·ch::i:,ed some property on First avenue amends for .the abse nce or "Dr. Magand Eighth street south where he is <1t nusson, Jr."
present.

Dont go home without one of those
Graduation presents in great variety Normal flag pins, only IO cts at Clark
at Clark Bros. A gold filled watch Bros.
·( c,tse warranted IO years) for $7.50
Miss Emma Ballentine has been elecDr. Richard Burton's lecture on ted to teach the first primary at BufKipling was greatly enjoyed by stu- falo, Minn.
Mrs. Burbank visited recitations on
·dents and teachers who were fortunate
·enough to attend.
May 9th in the Normal department.
County Supt. J. F. Lee of Wright
Mr. J. W. Clippinger o'f the Senior
·county, a former graduate ot the Nor- class made a triip to Eden Valley on
tmal, was in the city first part of May. May 6.
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"Hamilton & .Sture, attorneys at
Call and see ou.1 Britannia Encyclopedia and get our specirl terms to law." For further information apply
at the Duluth high school.
teachers and students.
A Twoon's BooK STORE.
Friday afternoon was spent byfaculty and stud ents in helping to imMr. P-On Monday night we have
prove the looks of St. Clou'd's beautithe meetin;.; of the Alma mater.
ful avenues. The mern bers · of the
Mr. H-Does the "Alummum" meet
school turned out g enerally, and we
that night? (Laughter.)
believe took a step in th e right direcThe class of '99 obse rved Arbor tion. It is not so much for the work
day, May rst, by planting a bitter actually done as for the tone it estabsweet vine on the Normal cam pus in lishes in a community.
honor of Prof. Avery. The ceremonMiss M. C arolyn Wil~on of Ronies were performed in the dark of neby, a former student of the St. Cloud
night, after which th e class marched to Normal, was present at the St. Cloud-the home of Prof. A very and proceed- Duluth debate on April 28th.
ed to disturb the peaceful slumbers by
Prof. M-What would b e drudgery
smging their Arbor day song, giving
to
you?
the class yell and performing on such
Miss
G- Washing dishes.
musical instruments as were at hand.
Miss S-Phys. culture teachers gen-Mr. A very resp onded with a speech
which was concluded after chapel ex- erally go together.
ercises on May 2 . In spite of "rain
Miss Bl an che Martin 1s again back
and thunder" the members of the class
at school afte r being confined to he1~
turned out and really, had a good tune.
room for about a week during the fi rst
.By our .special arrangem ent with the> part of May .
publishers we can arrange it with yo u
so that you need not make any payments on your Encyclopedia during
July, August, anci September.
ATwoon's BooK SToRE.

Prof. W. A. Shoemqker is ha\·ing
his house moved from West St. Cloud
to a lot next to Mr. Buckman's on rst
ave South. It will be quite a change
for P rof. Shoemaker to be so near to..
the N annal after being used to a mile's..
Miss Ida Abbot of last year's E. G. walk.
class was a visitor at the Normal the
St. Cloud and Normal School so uvefirst part of May .
Miss Abbot has
nir
spoons, the daintiest and prettyest
spent the winter teaching in Isanti
in the city at Fritz Guy's.
County.
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BROWN The Tailor can and does giv~ the best satisfaction, h e uses good mate rial , Jine trimmings,
and puts on first class workmansnip. He is a practical tailor and his prices are right. Call and See
him before p lacing your order with a Cb icago hand
me down agent.
N. B.-Clear,ing and Repairing.
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10; 6th Ave. South~
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The Great Debate.

The St. Cloud~Duluth debate passed
·into history just as we went to press
1ast issue. Hence our not ice of the
memorable event was bridt,r than it de1served. For it was a great debate. One
of the largest audiences the Normal hall
can hold had gathered to listen to .the
wisdom and eloquence of the two sets
of champions. Nor was the audience
-deceived m its expec tations. Both th e
-St. Cloud and Duluth trios of debaters
showed unusual tal ent. That they had
made careful preparation was also
·evident. But though the ability of the
Duluthians is undeniable, victory perch-ed on the Sain ts banner. The St. Cloud
·champions easily proved their superiority, and were rewarded by the unanimous verdict in their favor by the jud ges .
From faint echoes in the press , it
-seems as if Duluth chafes a little under
the defeat. All we have to say, is that
such is human nature. It does not worry
us at all. Having won fairly and squarely; we can afford to be magnanimous
and shall allow the defeated the luxury
of grumbling and explaining. But· it
·does amuse us. Sometimes we are
told that we won "on a techn icali ty"
though otherwise inferior in eve;ything,
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107- 5th. Ave. South, St. Cloud.
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sometimes because "yellowcution" and
"ellerkense" was ruled out, sometimes
because -t he ten minutes rule was strictly _enf~rced, and again because our students "e\·1den tly had studied law for
two years at least." This reminds us
of the plea set up by the man who was
charged with having cracked a borrowed kettle. It ran thusly: "1st. The
kettle was cracked when I borrowed it;
2nd. The kettle was whole when I returned it; 3rd. I never borrowed any
kettle; all ot which I can subscribe to
under oath."
It's all right boys. You did nobly
here ; hut in spite of explanat10ns we
shall continue to suspect that we were
a trifle too much for you. C all again.
You will always receive fair treatment.
And please remember there is no disgrace in being defeated by St. Cloud.
Life is short-it has only four letters
--three fourths of it is a "lie" and one
half an "if".--E x.
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Call and examine the stock.
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CAMPBELL GREENHOUSE.
Cut Flowers Always on Hand.
Funeral and Wedding Des,i gns Made.
Corner Third avenue and 3½ Street South. ·
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RETURNINC TO THEIR HOMES!
We wish to remind you of the

... POPULAR STORE,
where you can buy anything in the l ine uf

t4
'

- ~( ~! AT LOWEST PRICES
an d pick from the largest assort ment of new and stylish
merchandise. Beautiful Persian Lawns, Madras cloths,
Organdy, Dimity. Corded Madras, Etc. The variety is
so great it would take a whole page t o name them a ll.

KID GLOVES.

The NORTM ST AR

NECKTIES.

Shirt Waist is the
Star Shirt Waist of
the West. Prices:

SILK MITTS.

28c, 48c, 69c,
. · and Dress Goods; everything

l

the latest.

J
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It will pay you before leaving the city to make your summer purchases at

I

.

L. □..-..----.........
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TR
LY Ir l!:11
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f'~ysk:i~il))S:P f'r~~eirlrft l@ll)ls .

Sponges, Perfumes,
Hair E rushes,
'Toot h Brushes and Full
Line Druggist Sundries
mt rm O
J1. :$©~ ~t, ~eirm~i ll'j ~t.e
~ ~ ~ ~ f)
~io «@fi@l[J],.fi.
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BOWINC BROS.'
ynu ra.n a lw oys fi:ld r. fine
a~eortment of.. .............. ..

519 St. Germain Street.
Office hours: 11 a. m. to 12:80 p. m ., 2 to 4 In the FRE~l:I BREAD , COOKIE::!, PICKLES OLIVES
afternoon, 7 to 8 evening.
,u.,,j everJUnnu: t.hat goes witha''o1pread."

~~~
WALBRIDCE & LOUDEN,
PROPRIETORS OP

-:-BARBER SHOP -.-.
TIME CARD ,

And Bath Rooms,
Under Grand Central Hotel.

-OF-

l@"'Ladies' Haircutting and Shampooing

TRA(NS.
S T. CLOUD.
VJ•lSTIBULED TRAINS-DINING UARS
WEST BOUND,

Merchants :-: National :-: Bank

No. 1, Puget Sound Llmited ......... 11:<1,7 a,m.
No. 8, Oregon Limited .................. 1:03 a.m.
No. 7, Winnipeg Express .............. 10:30 p.m.

OF ST. CLOUD, MINN.
CAF:X:TAL,

all

$150,000.

Banking in
its Branches.
-:Interest paid upon Time Deposits.
In Our Savings Department.

EAST BOUND,

No. 2, Twin City Mail.. ............... 10:1!5 a.m.
No . 4, Twin City Express .............. 4 :40 a.m.
No. 8, St.Paul and Mpls.Express .. 4:08 a.m.
All trains daily.
No. 7 and 8 run via Brainerd .

Pullman Fii'st-Class and Tourist Sleeping Cars
E. Wolfsberg,Agent,
\ Chas. S.Fee,G.P.A.
l:!t. Cloud, Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.

Deposits receiTed In sums of SI .00 and upwards. Interest
allowed upon sums of $6.00 and upwards.
C. M. HERTIG,
W. E. LEE,
Prealdent.
Vice-President.
A. BARTO,
0. H. HAVlLL,
2nd Vice-President.
Cashier.

IF YOU WISH TO
MEET WITH GOOD MEAT
GO TO ...

,Kraemer's ~teat Market
WHl::RE 1.'HE Y ••
METE IT OUT DAILY.

i!.P'i1l,& Q&• QR;t ◄&til !QJ Qi.ii

•&;J;II§

... Take your laundry to ...

ST. CLOUD STEAM LAUNDRY.
uinen Wotrk a Speeialty,
Special rates to students. Cor5thave and lstst.

16'"'Kansas City Beef a Specialty.

Bemoved to 13 F-ifth, Ave. South; !?' ae

0
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Progressive, Pushing People
If you want the
Latest News Read """ .,..
THE

=

SAINT
CLOUD

Journal== Press
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demand up-to-date railroad train service. Two fast trains leave Minneapolis and St. Paul daily via Wiscomin
Central lines for Milwaukee, Chicago
and eastern and southern points, elegantly equipped with sleeping, dining,
cafe and parlor cars. Ask your nearest ticket agent for further information.
]As. C. POND, Gen'l Pass. Agt.,
Milwaukee, Wis

■

DAILY
and ..
WEEKLY.
Be.st and finest equipped
~----...JOB OFFlCE
In tbe Northwest.

.l.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.t~

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
ST. OLOUD, M"INN.

$100,000

CAPITAL,

All Business Connected with General Banking will Receive Prompt Attention.
OFFICltRS.
DIRltC".t'ORS,
H. P . Bell, L. W. Collins, J. G. SMITH, President. ·
E.B. Smith W . B. Mitch- L. w. COLLINB, Vice-Pres.
ell, John Cooper L. Ed. SMITH, Cashier.
Clark, John Zapp,John.
Be:r,.sen, J. G. Smith.

SWEETEN YOUR LIFE,
and make your little ones
happy by buying

FINE FRESH CANDIESJ *
* AND CHOICE FRUITS,
All kinds of

.. Tobacco5 atJd Cigars -AT-

FUF:F' EROS ...
No. tO'T St. Germain St.

PALACE
PALA.OE
DINING
SLEEPING
CABS,
AND
MEALS
FA.Ml.LY
SERYED
TOURIST
ALA CARTE
CABS .

. _.

Through service between St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Helena, Butte, Spokare, Seattle and Portland.
Connections, at western terminal for Kootenai
country, Oregon and California points, Alaska,
Japan and China. Connections at Twin Cities for
points east and south.

Passenger Trains leave as follows:
GOING WEST.
GOING EAs.BT.
*No. 111:20 a.rii.
*No. 2 2:30 p.m.
tNo. 8 11;10 a.m.
tNo. 4 11:50 a.m.
*No. 5 !or
No. 6 arrives lrom
Willmar 11:30 a.m.
Willmar 10:55a.Iil .
tNo. 7 11:25 p.m.
tNo. 8 4:50 a.m.
*No. 128, !or Sandstone 7:00 a.m.
Nos. 3, 4, 7 and 8 run via Clearwater.
All trains arrive at and depart from new
depot.
*Dally except Sunday.
tDally.

The Road That Made
The Northwest Famous•
Remember Your Friends!

H, R. NEIDE, Agent,
ST, CLOUD, MINN.

